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Mismatch Robustness of Linear Prediction 
and Its Relationship to Coding* 
YASUO MATSUYAMA 
Information Science Division, College of General Education, 
Ibaraki University, Mito, Japan 
Source mismatch problems of linear least square predictors are discussed in 
terms of spectral distance measures and process distance measures. It is shown that 
the linear predictors are robust for several stability measures. The relationship of 
the predictor mismatch to linear predictive coding is also discussed, and a simpler 
alternative to Chaffee's rate distortion coder is given. In the Appendix, topological 
implications of distance measures are studied in order to supplement the robustness 
theorems in the text. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Linear least squares prediction has a long history and has been used in 
various areas because of its simplicity and its direct relationship to spectral 
representations (Grenander and Rosenblatt, 1957; Makhoul, 1975). But, in 
reality, the source statistics are never thoroughly known. A predictor 
designed at a statistically well-known source essentially mismatches with the 
true source, which leads to a nonminimum mean square error. Considering 
the least squares criterion, however, one may expect that there would be 
some stabil ity effects provided the source at which the predictor is designed 
is close to the true source. This is the concept of robustness. The closeness 
between sources will be measured by spectral distances I and process 
distances. 
Generally, an optimal parametric procedure is called robust if the method 
performs well even if the optimality is slightly violated. Hampel (1971) 
introduced an analogy to the stability of dynamical  systems to define 
qualitatively the robustness of parameter estimators within a family of 
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In this paper, the term distance measure is used for stochastic distances even if they do 
not satisfy the triangle inequality. The term distortion measure is used for the penalty 
functions on data sequences. But, in some references, only the term distortion measure is used. 
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memoryless stationary sources. Papantoni-Kazakos (1977) extended 
Hampel's robustness to a more general qualitative property. Then Papantoni- 
Kazakos and Gray (1979) defined and analyzed the robustness of parameter 
estimators for families of stationary sources. In all the above studies, 
robustness was defined as the continuity of a distance measure on the space 
of the estimators with respect o a distance measure on the space of the 
sources. 
In the present paper, the predictor mismatch robustness is defined in a 
similar manner to Papantoni-Kazakos and Gray's definition for the 
parameter estimation. In the first part of the paper, spectral distances and 
process distances are used as a measure of closeness between the sources. It 
is shown that the robustness is guaranteed under such distance measures. 
The second part of the paper deals with the subsource identification and the 
coding of a composite source which models a speech signal. The inverse 
filter mismatch is considered here instead of the predictor mismatch. 
Through the robustness, the closeness of the input subsource modes can be 
measured in terms of the similarity of the inverse-filtered processes. Chaffee 
(1975) applied such a scheme to a speech compression system which 
measures pectral deviations from a fixed finite set of spectra. His system 
worked well at low data rates in the range 800-1000 bits per second. Our 
goal in this second part is to show a simpler LSI- or VLSI-oriented system 
and to prove its principle mathematically. The presented encoding system 
simply compares the summations of squared outputs from a set of inverse 
filters. Thus, the on-line computation of the linear prediction coefficients is 
then avoided. Experimental studies are given in Matsuyama (1980a,b). 
II. PRELIMINARIES 
2.1. Discrete Time Sources 
Let A indicate the alphabet of a source and let A be a complete separable 
metric space. Let ~A be the Borel a-field of subsets of A. Let A k and ~',k 
denote replicas of A and ~A, respectively. Define a sequence measureable 
space 
GO 
(A ~, ~)  = X (Ak, =+Ak)" 
k= -oO 
Given a probability measure ~t on the sequence measurable space, a triplet 
[A, ~']~,~t] is the sequence probability space. Let x = ( .... x 1, Xo,X 1,...) 
A +. The sequence of coordinate random variables 
X.:  A°° -~ A 
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defined by 
x ,  X,(x)  = x.  
forms a stochastic process or a discrete time source which is denoted by 
[A,/~,X], [A,/~] or [u,X]. 
Let R be the real line. A weakly stationary process [R,~t,X] with a 
spectral distribution F(2) which satisfies 
f'~ logF'(2)d2 > - oo (2 .1 .1 )  
is called nondeterministic, where F '00 is the derivative of the absolutely 
continuous part of F(2). If F(2) itself is absolutely continuous, then (2.1.1) is 
reduced to 
f'~ log f(2) d2 > -- oo, (2.1.2) 
wheref(iL) is the spectral density function of {Am}. In this case, the process is 
called purely nondeterministie. The spectral factorization theorem states that 
the spectral density can be expressed in the following form (Doob, 1953): 
f(~,) = I f  + (e'a)l 2, 
f+  (d a) = @/A (da), 
A(z)= @ akz-k4=O, Iz]> 1, (2.1.3) 
k=0 
a o = 1, 
lakl 2 < m. 
k=0 
o s is called gain. This yields a one-sided autoregressive (AR) model of the 
form: 
AT, = -- @ akX . k + ay{2. (2.1.4) 
k=l  
In the following sections, the concept of the Lp space of spectral densities 
will be used. The Lp norm is defined by 
I f~ I i/p I I f lt ,= (27r) -~ If( i0fdR < oo. (2.1.5) 
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The class of spectra 
JU= {f: Ilf0,)l[~ < ~,  II 1/f(;t)lh < ~} (2.1.6) 
is considered so that their inverses have finite powers. 
2.2. Distance Measures and Topologies for Sources 
First, the definition of "distance measure" is given. Let ~ be a class of 
stochastic processes with alphabet A. Then, a distance measure on ~ is an 
assignment d(/~, v) to each pair #, v E 3 A such that 
(i) d(/z, v) >/0, 
(ii) d(fl,~t) = 0. 
Let ~/d  denote the quotient space wherein p, v E ~A with d(#, v)= 0 are 
considered identical. Given a distance measure d and a source p, define a set 
of probability measures 
~,(u) ~ {v: d(u, v) < ~, v ~ ~/d} .  
A class of open sets including B,(p) for each /~ E J----~A/d and each e > 0 
specifies the topology for ~A/d. Let rd~ and Zd2 be two topologies, i.e., two 
classes of open sets, generated by the distance measures d~ and d 2, respec- 
tively. The following proposition is obtained from discussions using filters 
(e.g., Takenouchi, 1962). 
PROPOSmON 2.2.1. Let d~ and d2 be two distance measures. Let {~,} be 
a sequence of probability measures. I f  d~(p,p,)~O as n~ ~ implies 
d2(lU, p,) ~ 0 for all p, I~, E Ja~Jdl, then the two topologies defined by these 
distance measures have the relation 
rd, D ra2 for ~/d , .  
We note that if dl(p,v)>/d2(lU, V) for all I~;VCgA/d~, then 
Proposition 2.2.1 is satisfied, rd~ ~ rd2 will be simply denoted by dl => d2. 
2.3. Examples of Distance Measures 
The following distance measures between two stationary processes [p, X] 
and [v, Y] will be used. Variants and other examples are given in the 
Appendix. We begin with a simpler class which reflects only spectral 
deviations, i.e., spectral distance measures. Let f(2) and g(2) be spectral 
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densities of [~,X] and [v, Y], respectively. The form of f (k )  is given by 
(2.1.3). g(;0 has the form 
g(,~) = ]g+ (ei~)t2, 
g+ (e i~) = rr g/B(eia), (2.3.1) 
B(z)= ~ bkz -k, b o=1. 
k=O 
(1) Itakura-Saito distance measure 
dis(f, g )= Hf/g- 1 -log(fig)t[,. (2.3.2) 
(2) Itakura distance measure 
d~(f, g) = log ( f/a~- 12~ (2.3.3) g/o~ 2]" 
(3) Causal model distance measure 
dcm(f, g)2 = Hf+/g+ _ 111~. (2.3.4) 
(4) Gain-normalized causal model distance measure 
f+/ay 22, dncm(f ' g)2= ~ 1 (2.3.5) 
(5) Noncausal model distance measure 
d,m(f, g)2 = II x/~ - 1H~. (2.3.6) 
(6) L 1 spectral distance measure 
dx(f g) = Ilf/g - 1111. (2.3.7) 
The following property will be used in the speech coding part. 
PROPOSITION 2.3.1. 
dls(f~ g) = dl( f ,  g) + dls(O'o 2, o'~), (2.3.8) 
where 
02 _ _2 _~1 ;= f (2)  & ag2rng(O ) o-O~ 2~ )_ -~d~= (2.3.9) 
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minimizes dis(f  (a2/a~) g) over a 2. rl/g(O ) is the power of the output process 
of 1/g + with the input [~t, Y]. 
Equation (2.3.8) is obtained from (2.3.2) and (2.3.3). 
A more sophisticated distance measure is a process distance measure; 
(7) /Y-distance (Gray et al., 1975) 
/y(Ct, v) = lim Pn(Id, v), n ~(::x3 
/yn(~t,v)= inf Ep,[pn(X n, Y')], (2.3.10) 
pnE,~ n 
_~ n--1 
pn(xn, y")= S ~ p(x,,y,), 
i=0 
where ~n is the class of all joint probability measures pn on (A n X A n, 
~,~ X ~,~) with marginals pn and v'. An important property relating the/yto 
the spectral distance measures i the following: 
PROPOSITION 2.3.2 (Gray et al., 197.5). Let [~, X] and [v, Y] be zero- 
mean stationary processes having spectral densities f (2) and gO.), respec- 
tively. Then, for the ~y-distance with 
one obtains 
p(x, y) = (x _ y)Z, 
/y(u, v) ~ II ~ -  v/g~ll~z ~ do(f, g)2, (2.3.11) 
where, if t~ and v are Gaussian, the equality is achieved. 
2.4. Predictor Mismatch and Robustness 
Let I/d, X] and [v, Y] be two nondeterministic processes. Let 
,.¢ek(v) A= ~n(Y,_k, Yn-k-1 . . . . .  Y,-k-t+l) 
be the linear least squares k-step predictor for [v, Y] with memory length e; 
i.e., ~(v) is a linear function of Y,-k to Y,-k-e+ 1 which minimizes 
Ev I~,,(Y,,, Y.-k, Y.-k-,  ..... Yn-k-e+,)l z 
Here, 
gn(r~, r._,, r._,_~ ..... r._,_,+,)~= r . -  ~(v) 
~= ¢~(v) 
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is the prediction residual. When t extends to infinity, the superscript l is 
omitted from the notations. If the predictor ~(v)  is used for the source 
I,u, X], predictor mismatch occurs. The mismatched prediction is 
~,(u) ~ :z(x._~, xo_~_, ..... x._h_c+ 1) 
and the prediction residual is 
gl([d) = ~Z(n(Xn,Xn-k ,Yn k-1 ..... Xn-k-C+l)--~- Xn--~'~(k([d) • 
The mean square error is 
E~ l~2(u)l 2~ 4(~ I vY. (2.4.1) 
For k = 1 and ( = oo, the suffix and the superscript in e~(lz Iv) are omitted. 
Let d(., .) be some distance measure on the space of the sources. Let 
~(~(v) , f l )  be some measure of performance mismatch when the predictor 
S~(v) is used on data from the source [#, X]. The robustness of the predictor 
is then defined in the following way: 
DEFINITION 2.4.1. Given Iv, Y], some fixed finite (, and a family Jr" of 
weakly stationary nondeterministic sources which contains Iv, Y], the 
predictor S~(v) is robust at v in ~ iff: 
Given e > 0, there exists some ~ > 0: 
d(u, v) < ~ ~ --(~¢~(v), u) < e; V~ ~ ~". 
Allowing varying the length (, we define a sequence {~(v)} of linear 
predictors. Then, we state the following definition: 
DEFINITION 2.4.2. Given [v, Y], and a family ~"  of weakly stationary 
nondeterministic sources which contains [v, Y], the sequence {~(v)} of 
linear predictors is asymptotically robust at v in ~f, iff: 
Given e > 0, there exists 6 > 0 and some integer C 0, such that 
d(~,v)<6~,(g~(v),~)<e; V  > e0, v~ ~ ~,'. 
It is necessary to choose the mismatch criterion ~(~k(v),/l) carefully. 
Since the objective of the linear least squares prediction is the minimization 
of the error variance, mismatch criteria which arc directly related to the 
residual processes and their variances will be adopted. Papantoni-Kazakos 
(1979a) discussed the robustness of sliding block encoders for stationary 
sources in terms of stability on the entropy of the output process. However, 
in this paper, we are concerned with the mean square error mismatch rather 
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than the entropy of the induced output process. Properties of the linear least 
squares predictor which is an important class of sliding block encoders will 
be fully utilized. 
I I I .  MISMATCH CRITERIA AND ROBUSTNESS 
To make the discussions clear, we treat one-step predictors for purely 
nondeterministic processes and k-step predictors for nondeterministic 
processes eparately. 
3.1. One-step Predictor Mismatch for Purely Nondeterministic Processes 
Let [g, X] and [v, Y] be purely nondeterministic processes in Y whose 
spectral expressions are (2.1.3) and (2.3.1), respectively. Let the one-step 
predictor ~(v) for the source v be applied to the source g. In this case, 
examples of mismatch robustness criteria which reflect the error due to the 
mismatch are 
(a) Mean Square Error 
CMS = I~(U I V) 2 -- ~(V I V) ~I/~(v I V) z' 
(b) Root Mean Square Error 
CZMs : l e(~ I v) - ~(v I v)U/e(v I v) z, 
(c) Prediction Residual 
c~ = E .  I gl(v)  - g~(U)12/e(U l a) 2. 
(3.1.1) 
(3.1.2) 
/, 
(3.1.3) 
Here, we omitted the memory span / since the following discussions hold for 
any (. 
CMS is the normalized variation of the mean square error due to the 
mismatch. CaM s considers the root mean square error. C R, on the other 
hand, compares prediction residual processes. 
It is well known (Grenander and Rosenblatt, 1957) that 
~l(V) = Y~(Y~-~, Y~-2,...)= - ~'~ bkY~-k' (3.1.4) 
k=l  
where {bk} are the autoregressive coefficients for [v, Y] as in (2.3.1). The 
2 The mismatched prediction is then minimum mean square error is ag. 
&(u) = g',(x,_,, x,_2,...) = - ~ b,X,_k. 
k=l  
(3.1.5) 
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The mean square mismatch error is given by 
e(u I v) 2 : E~ I ~,(a)l 2 
=E,  ~_, bkXn-k 2 
k=O 
= ~ bsbk f(~) e -~;-~a d2 
j=O k=O -~ 
l .  )(2 ) = 2. f_,, (j!~o bje-ii"a" bi<e, ika f(~.)d2 
2 
= ag f ,  f(2) d2. 
2g _,~ g- -~ 
From (3.1.6), we obtain 
1 
CMS 
= d,(f, g). 
Jensen's inequality and (2.3.11) yield: 
(3.1.6) 
(3.1.7) 
~f_  2 2 1 " S(2) al~ ' -1 ~ 1 (,, ~/~)_  
C~.MS 1 d2 2st ,, ~ ~)_,~ V g(2) 
= dnm(f, g)2 (3.1.8) 
/7(~,(u), ~,(v)). 
Here/7 is as in Proposition 2.3.2, and the last inequality also comes from the 
same proposition. Using a similar derivation to (3.1.6), we obtain 
1 
C~=--~ f [f+(2)/g+(,!,)- ll2 dj,=dcm(f, g) 2. (3.1.9) 
Recalling the Definition 2.4.2, we can state the following proposition. 
PROPOSITION 3.1.1. One-step predictors for purely nondeterministie 
processes in the class JU are asymptotically mean square error mismatch 
robust under the L l spactral distance d~. The asymptotic mismatch 
robustness in the sense of the root mean square error and the residual 
process comparison holds under dnm and dcm, respectively. Since 
dnm(f, g)2 ~< ff(~l(P)' *ffl(l~))' the asymptotic root mean square error mismatch 
robustness is guaranteed if the ~7-distance is small. 
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If the processes g, v are Gaussian, then the predictor mismatch robustness 
can be discussed through a hypothesis test structure. 
Let [g,X] and [v, Y] be stationary, zero-mean Gaussian processes with 
spectral densities f(2) and g(2)E J//~, respectively. Let {Z,} be the observed 
data sequence. Define two hypotheses: 
//,---observed sample vector Z e_ 1 is from source/~, 
H~---observed sample vector Ze,_ 1 is from source v, 
where Z~_l=(Zn_t ,  Zn_e+ 1 ..... Zn_l), If a linear least squares one-step 
predictor ~¢~(v) is used under H. ,  a mismatch occurs. The expected value of 
the likelihood ratio under the hypothesis H.  is 
E.  log p(Zen_l lH~ ) = f f pu(z ) log_2._77~_e~ dz 
-~ PAz ) (3.1.10) 
= 11 v) ,  
where Ie(/a 11 v) is the Kullback-Leibler number or /-divergence (Kullback, 
1959; Kailath, 1967). We define an asymptotic mismatch criterion for the 
hypothesis testing in the following way: 
1 1 
-Cn= eooolim T Ie (g  II ~), (3.1.11) 
where H stands for the hypothesis test. 
By the Gaussian assumption, one obtains 
C H = lim trace(R eQ[ 1 - Uc) - log IR<I 
where R e and Qc are covariance matrices of Xen_l and ye _l, and U t is the 
unit matrix. By the theorem of Grenander and Szeg6's (1958, p. 64), the 
following equation is obtained: 
1 IRe] 1 ;~ , f (2 )  ,, 
lim log ) log ~ a Jr. 
e~ -7- IQ< I 2zc -2 gt ) 
Using the same theorem, Papantoni-Kazakos et al. (1977) and Kazakos et 
al. (1979) obtained 
1 1 (~ f (£ )  ,, 
~i_m 7- trace(Re Q[ 1) = "2"~-~ J-re ~ aA. 
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Therefore, 
1 S Cn= 2n _= {g(2) -  
One then obtains 
fOO l 1-1og~ d2=d,s (Zg) .  
PROPOSITION 3.1.2. For Gaussian stationary processes of the class JU, 
one-step redictors are asymptotically mismatch robust in the hypothesis test 
sense; where in Definition 2.4.2, 
~(~1(v), U) = d,s(f, g) = d(/~, v). 
Comment. In Propositions 3.1.1 and 3.1.2, ¢Y-distance, dnm , dcm and dis 
were used as measures of closeness in the source space and as measures in 
performance mismatch to guarantee the corresponding robustness criteria. 
From Proposition 2.2.1, however, it is clear that the robustness criteria are 
guaranteed by equivalent or stronger distances. Such distance measures and 
the comparison of topological implications are relegated to Appendix A. 
3.2. Mismatch of K-step Predictors for Nondeterministic Processes 
In the previous section, the sources /~, v were purely nondeterministic 
processes. The class can be expanded to weakly stationary processes which 
need not be purely nondeterministic. K-step prediction will be treated here. 
For the k-step predictor mismatch, the mean square error criterion, 
CM S m 
I~(u  I v) 2 - ~(v I v)Zl 
<(v l  v) 2 
and the root mean square criterion, 
c~,Ms = 16~(~ I v) - ~(~ I v)l ~ 
<(vl~)~ 
are considered. The calculations of CMS and 2 CRM S are possible using Wald's 
spectral decomposition (Doob, 1953). The objective of this section is to give 
Proposition3.2.1 and Corollary 3.2.2. However, it is necessary to define 
several quantities in advance since these quantities are used to state the 
propositions. 
Define a normalized one-step rediction residual process {~} by 
Y. - &(v)  : <(v  I v) ~ ,  
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where {Y~} denotes the data sequence from the source v. Since ~l(v) 
minimizes E,, I Y. - ~¢l(v)] 2, {~} satisfies 
where (~n,m 
and 
is the Kronecker's delta. Define 
(3.2.1) 
v __  v c m -- E.(Y. ~._m) (3.2.2) 
oo 
U~n = • Cm~ . . . .  
m=O 
~= r . -  ~.. 
(3.2.3) 
Let/:(2) and G(2) be spectral distribution functions of the sources/t and v, 
respectively. Define GvQ.) and Gv(2 ) be spectral distribution functions of 
tU~,} and IVy,}, respectively. In AppendixB, Gv(2 ) is seen absolutely 
continuous with respect to 2 having the spectral density 
g~(A) = I Q(eia)lz, (3.2.4) 
where 
¢X3 
Cv(e ia) = ~ Cm e-ima. (3.2.5) 
m=0 
Then the following proposition can be stated. 
PROPOSITION 3.2.1. For the least squares k-step redictor ~k(V) designed 
CRM S are at a nondeterministic weakly stationary process v, CMS and 2 
expressed by 
- -n  2 2 CMS = 27rl f" I K~k~2-------~)co F(d2)--f ~_~ K~k'(2)c---7 gv(2)d2 (3.2.6) 
and 
1 k/y"" Ktf~ 2) 2 
- -  F(d) 0 
C~Ms = ~ - I Co 
_ ~/ f .  K~k,(~) 2 ~. 
_ c----U- gu(~) d~ (3.2.7) 
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Here 
0, 2EQ, ,  
k-  1 - imA 
eikA Zm=O Cme ~Q~, 
C,,(eia) ' 
(3.2.8) 
where Q~ is the set where Gv(2 ) increases. Therefore, the least squares k-step 
predictor for a nondeterministic weakly stationary process v is asymptotically 
mismatieh robust for 
or  
~(&(v), ~) = C~s = d(u, v), 
,~(&(v),  u) = c~Ms = d(u, v). 
Proof is given in Appendix B. 
As a special case, consider the k-step predictor mismatch for purely 
nondeterministic processes, where the mismatch criteria ~(~qk(v), ~t) are 
and 
C! MS ~--- 
l e~(u I v) 2 - ~(v  [ v)~l 
k k-1 Y2~=01c~l  
(C~Ms)2 : I~k(U I V) -- 8,(V I V)l 2 
k--I k Zm=0 Ic~,l 2 
For such criteria, we obtain: 
COROLLARY 3.2.2. K-step predictors for purely nondeterministic 
processes are asymptotically mismatch robust under d(p, v) = dl(f, g) in the 
sense of the normalized mean square error criterion C'MS. For the normalized 
root mean square criterion ' 2 (CRMs), the asymptotic robustness i  guaranteed 
under d(p, v) = dmn(f g) and d(u, v) = P(~(U), ~(v)). 
IV. APPLICATIONS TO SPEECH SIGNAL CODING 
The goal of this section is to show a lower complexity modification of the 
linear predictive coding (LPC), and to prove the presented system's principle 
mathematically. The mismatch idea and the spectral distance measures of the 
previous section play the main role here. First, speech signals are modeled 
by composite sources. 
643/47/3-7 
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4.1. Speech Signal as a Composite Source 
Consider a collection of purely nondeterministic stochastic processes 
{ [/to, X°]}o~o. A member of this collection is called a subsource. In speech 
modeling, each subsource corresponds to a specific phoneme of speech. Let 
[ff, Z] be a discrete time stochastic process taking a value in the sequence 
measurable space (O ~, ~)  where ~ is the o--field generated by the 
cylinder sets in 0°% Then, a composite source (Berger, 1971) [co, I4,'] is 
defined by {Wn} such that 
W, =X z'. (4.1.1) 
If the switch process [~, Z] is fixed to a position 0, then 
w.=~,  
where {X °} is a data sequence from [/to,X°]. The spectral density of 
[~to,X°] is then 
fo(2) = I f  + (ea)l 2, 
where 
(7 o 
f+(ea) -- Ao(ea) ' 
(4.1.2) 
M 
Ao(z)= ~. a°z -k, a°o= 1. 
k=l  
In speech modeling, the switch process changes the position blockwise. That 
is, 
Z,=O for kL <~ n < (k + l)L, 
where L is the block length corresponding to an interval of approximately 
20 ms. Each subsource is assumed to be stationary and ergodic so that the 
statistics may be estimated from observed samples. 
4.2. Modifications of Linear Predictive Coding 
Linear predictive coding of speech uses a set of prediction coefficients 
/a°}~=l and a gain o, o for each subsource [~to,X°]. If the subsource 
corresponds to a voiced phoneme, a pitch frequency is also encoded and 
transmitted. In the above three sets of parameters, we focus our attention to 
the data rate compression of the prediction coefficients, i.e., that of spectral 
information. An idea sprung from the mismatch robustness theorems 
guarantee that a mismatching predictor may be used if a small distortion is 
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allowed. In other words, a mismatching filter (or a mismatching inverse 
filter) may be used in the case that the spectral distortion is small. Another 
interpretation comes from an approximation or a quantization of spectra in 
the topological space (q/d, rd). A point in this topological space may 
represent nearby points provided spectral distortions are small. 
In Papantoni-Kazakos (1979b), it is pointed out that deterministic quan- 
tizers need not be robust for stationary sources ince the output entropy may 
not be stable. However, what we are going to treat here is the blockwise 
mode identification and coding of a composite source (4.1.1) which is a 
simple nonstationary source. Therefore, the discussions on the output 
entropy stability do not apply. Interested readers are requested to refer to the 
above publication for contrast. 
The unit-gain LPC codebook ~ is defined by any of the following sets: 
(i) a finite number of sets of normalized autocorrelations; 
(ii) a finite number of sets of linear prediction coefficients or their 
transformed numbers (e.g., PARCORs, LSPs); 
(iii) a finite number of unit-gain shaping filters; 
(iv) a finite number of unit-gain inverse filters (or predictors); 
(v) a finite number of unit-gain spectra in (q/d, ra). 
Any of the above forms can be used for specific problems according to the 
handiness or convenience. In our studies, ~ in the form of inverse filters will 
be used. On the gains, we prepare a gain eodebook ~,,  which is simply a 
finite set of positive numbers. 
Chaffee (1975), implicitly guided by the mismatch robustness notion, 
designed a speech signal compressor using d2nem and the codebook ~ in the 
form of 27 sets of prediction coefficients. His encoder calculates dancm(fo, ) 
in order to find the minimum distortion approximation using ~.  Then the 
index of the set of the minimum distortion LPC coefficients i transmitted. 
Here, fo and f ,  are the spectra of the processes [p0,X °] and [po,X~], 
respectively. Using subjective tests Chaffee reports that his speech encoder, 
named the rate distortion coder, is superior to the usual coefficient 
transmission system for data rates in the range 800-1000 bits per second. 
Finding the minimal mismatch filter using ~cm(fo,f~) is not very 
complex. However, a simpler yet reasonable method is desired since the 
minimum distortion codeword should be found in terms of autocorrelations 
at every block, which leads to considerable circuit complexity and 
computations. At this point, we look back to the definition of the LPC 
codebook. Chaffee used the LPC codebook in terms of a finite number of 
sets of LPC coefficients. Here we use the LPC codebook in the form of 
inverse filter set. (~  in the form of coloring filter set is used in a universal 
tree coding system in Matsuyama nd Gray (1981).) 
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FIG. 4.2.1. Unit-gain inverse filter matching vocoder. 
Figure 4.2.1 illustrates our encoding system. A segment of input speech is 
inverse-filtered by every member in C~L, and the index which yields the 
minimum sum of the squared output process becomes a transmission 
parameter. The minimum sum is also used to find the index for the codeword 
in c~. At the end of each frame, the adder is reset to zero and the inverse 
filter states are also reset. Such a system may be called inverse filter 
matching vocoder or minimum prediction residual coder. One obtains the 
following proposition which is the second goal of this paper. 
PROPOSITION 4.2.1. Under the assumption of the stationarity and the 
ergodicity on each subsource {[R,l~o,X°]}o~o, the encoder in Fig. 4.2.1 
selects codewords according to the minimization of the distortion measure 
dls • 
Proof is given in Appendix C. We note that this minimization in terms of 
d~s(fo,fo) is equivalent to the linear least squares prediction for a non- 
Gaussian process (e.g., Matsuyama (1978)). In other words, the system of 
Fig. 4.2.1 operates under the LPC criterion directly on waveforms without 
making any on-line model estimation. 
V. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
The robustness of the linear least squares predictor against possible source 
mismatch was discussed. Several robustness criteria were introduced and 
discussed in terms of distance measures on stochastic processes. This paper 
treated only the predictor mismatch. However, similar analysis applies to 
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interpolator mismatching (Matsuyama, 1978). Therein, somewhat different 
distance measures are used. 
A predictor decides an inverse filter and vice versa. Hence a predictor 
mismatch problem is equivalent o an inverse filter mismatch problem. 
Therefore, the degree of mismatch can be measured from output processes of 
inverse filters. This leads to the design of the inverse filter matching vocoder. 
The system simply measures the summations of squared output processes of 
a set of inverse filters. Then the so obtained index which corresponds to the 
minimum residual inverse filter is transmitted. We proved that this principle 
is equivalent to the minimization under dis. 
There exist several methods for the design of the set of inverse filters. 
Examples are given in (Chaffee, 1975; Buzo, 1978; Gray et aI., 1980). We 
note that, in these studies, not a set of inverse filters but a set of coloring 
filters is paid attention to. 
The set of inverse filters is also useful for the complexity reduction of 
other systems. Applications to waveform encoders are discussed in 
Matsuyama nd Gray (1981). Experimental studies on both the inverse filter 
matching vocoder and the waveform encoder comprising the inverse filter 
codebook are given in Matsuyama (1980a). Further discussions including 
the full-gain inverse filter codebook is given in Matsuyama (1980b). 
APPENDIX  A: RELATIONSHIPS OF DISTANCE MEASURES 
In this appendix, various relationships of distance measures are given in 
order to supplement Propositions 3.1.1, 3.1.2 and Corollary 3.2.2. As we 
discussed in the text, these results on the mismatch robustness hold under 
equiva!ent or stronger distance measures. We use serial numbering from the 
text. 
(8) Limiting Prohorov distance 
n~CX3 
with (A.1) 
H~on)(/l, v) = inf inf[yn: pn{(x n, Yn);p,(x ~, y") > y,} ~< y,], 
Pn~,~n Yn 
where ~n is defined as previously in (7). 
Unlike the g-distance, the upper limit is not always achieved as the limit. 
Because of this property, together with the difficulty of the calculation, the/Y- 
distance is more frequently used. If the distortion measure p is bounded or if 
the stochastic processes have some additional properties,/-70 and ff become 
equivalent. 
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PROPOSITION A. 1. Let [A,/u, X] and [A, v, Y] be stationary sources. Let 
1 . -1  
__ \~ P(Xi,yi) p,(x", y") = n i=0~-" 
and 
P(Xi, Yi) : d(xi, Yi) q, 0 < q < c~, 
where d(., .) is a metric for A. I f  there exist reference letters a*, b* E A and 
a constant r > 1 such that 
max[E,{p(Xo,a*)}r,E,{p(b *, Yo)} r] =p* < oo; (A.2) 
then, 
holds. 
Proof. Papantoni-Kazakos and Gray (1979) showed 
{/7.(~, v)} 2 ~<~(u, v), 
which gives p ::>/7 o. If (A.2) holds, one obtains 
lffri([J, 1)) < /7(")([,l, 1~) "~ K {/7(rt)(#, "9)} r-1/r (A.3) 
for all n, where K is a constant independent of n. The inequality (A.3) is 
proven (Matsuyama, 1978) using 
X~ lail ~<~-~ [at[ r 
/ --"~0 i=0 
and 
Then, 
la+blq~fq(lalq+lblq), Cq : max(l, 2°-1). 
/7(p, v) ~</Tp(/~, v) + K{/7o(p, v)} r-~/r 
holds for the same K as in (A.3), gi, v ing/7~/7 o. I 
As a corollary to the above, one obtains: 
COROLLARY A.2. Let ~ be a class of stationary purely nondeterministic 
Gaussian 
p, vC .~,  
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processes whose variances are uniformly bounded. Then for 
/7.(u, ~) ~ do(f, g), 
where f and g are spectral densities of the sources ~ and v, respectively. 
Proof Let d(x, y) = Ix - yl, q = r = 2, a* = b* = 0 and use Propositions 
2.3.2 and A. 1. II 
Comment. From Proposition A.1, we have that if p(x,y)= (x-y)2 ,  the 
RMS part of Proposition 3.1.1 and Corollary 3.2.2 hold under /7  o. 
Next, we discuss relationships of spectral distance measures appearing in 
signal processing fields. 
(9) Log spectral distance measure 
dlog(f g)2 = I]log(f/g)ll~. (A.4) 
(10) Cosh distance measure (Gray, Jr. and Markel, 1976) 
dcosh(f, g) = {d~s(f, g) + d~s(g,f)}/2 
(A.5) 
- l i ve -  
It is easily seen from the discussions on Propositions 3.1.2 and 2.3.2 that 
1 
lime~ T Jc(u ]l v) = dcosh(f, g) 
= ½i (~e l (u ) ,  g,(v)) 
is obtained if p, v are Gaussian processes. Here J~(p II v) is the symmetrized 
J-divergence 
Je(u II v) = Ie(P  II v) + l,(v II/l). 
(11) Gain-optimized cosh measure 
dLsh(f, g) = 2 = dcosh( f ,  a o g/ag),  
(A.6) 
a~ = {r~g(0) rg/j(0)} v2. 
(12) Symmetrized Itakura distance measure 
d*(f, g) = ½ {d~(f, g) + di( g , f )  } 
(A.7) 
1 = ~ logiry/g(O ) rgjy(O)}. 
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(13) Symmetrized model distance measures 
d(c2)m(f, g)2 = i I f+ /g+ _ 111~ + II g+/f+ - 111~, 
d(2) ¢ f 2 (2) 2 .cm,a, g) = dora(flaT, g/a~) 2, 
(A.8) 
(A.9) 
d(n2)m(f, g)2 = ]l V /~ - 11t~ + It v /~- f  - 111~. (A.IO) 
(14) Symmetr ized L 1 distance measure 
d]l)(f,, g) = 1lf/g -- 1111 + II g/f--  1111 
= IIf/g -g/JTIl. 
(h . l l )  
For the process distance measures, we have the following topological 
implications. 
PROPOSITION A.3. For stationary sources [~t,X] and [v, Y] having 
spectral densities f g E J//', one obtains the following diagram: 
d] 1) 
(2) d(2) 
dlog ¢= dnm "¢~ dcosh ~ -cm 
d(2) d°osh <---> d* -: > -nero 
:- d I > dnm 
> dcm < : .d is  
.'-dnc m < >d l< >d°cm 
where ~(/l),  S~(v) are as in Section 2.4, and 
&(U)~=X. -&(X ._ l ,X . _2 , . . . ) ,  
1~1(V)~ Yn--Xn(Yn-I' Yn-2,'")" 
Proof.  The comparisons for fi-distance come from Proposition 2.3.2. 
Other relations are proven using Proposition 2.2.1. Interested readers may 
seek the references Matsuyama (1978) and Matsuyama et al., (1978). | 
Comment. Due to Proposition A.3, Propositions 3.1.1, 3.1.2 and 
Corollary 3.2.2 hold under equivalent or stronger distance measures in the 
above diagram. 
In PropOsition A.3, the class Y of spectral densities were considered. One 
then might pose a query: What portion of the class ~¢r will be lost if the 
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topological equivalence of all unnormalized or unoptimized spectral distance 
measures within a specific subclass is required. 
PROPOSITtON A.4. Let JU (1) be a subclass o f f  such that the class 
{f :  fC  jU  "(1) } L..) {1/ f : fE~ 1) } 
is uniformly integrable (e.g., Hewitt and Stromberg, 1965). Then for spectral 
densities of the class JU"), the topologies generated by the following distance 
measures are equivalent: 
dis, dcm, dnm, dl, do, dlog, dcosh, ~crn d(2), ~nm d(2) and d]l). 
Proof Since the proof consists of repetitions of the same arguments, only 
one case d o => dnm is discussed. Let f(2) and a sequence {g,(2)} be elements 
of~/'~1) such that do( f gn) ~ 0 as n ~ oo. Let r/be the measure for 2. Then, 
given 6 > 0, there exists N, such that n >/U~ implies r/( I X/f-  V~I z > 6) < 6. 
That is because L2-convergence implies convergence in measure (e.g., Hewitt 
and Stromberg, 1965). Define the set F = t2: I v/f - V/~,l 2 > 6}. Then for all 
> 0, there exists N 2 such that n >~ N 2 implies 
1 
+ fvc t YveS.- 112 
by the concept of uniform integrability. Note that IVY- vr~,l 2 ~< 3 in F c, and 
I f k /~-  112 ~.< fi/g, r/a.e.. 
Therefore, 
1 1 
dnm(f~ g,,)2 <~ e + 6-2-n-~ fc--d2JF g,, <~ e + 6K, K<~.  
Since 3 can be taken arbitrarily small for large n, dnm(f, gn)2---~ 0 as n ~ 
is obtained. Hence d o => d,m. | 
Comment. In the class JU ~1), Propositions 3.1.1, 3.1.2 and 
Corollary 3.2.2 hold under any of spectral distance measures in 
Proposition A.4. 
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APPENDIX B: PROOF OF PROPOSITION 3.2.1 
First, we obtain the spectral expression Hk~(2) of the k-step predictor ~k(v). 
From (3.2.1) and (3.2.2), we obtain 
Hence, 
E. (~ V~,,) = E.(U~. V~) = O, Vm, n, 
(B.1) 
Ev(~n rm) ----- 0, m < n. 
Ev [(  ~ era'n-m+ ~n)IYn - (m~= cV'ZV 4- ~n) I ] ___..~0. k~=k k m-~n-m - 
Considering the orthogonality of the {~} sequence, we obtain 
(30 
~-~k(P) = ~ Cm~Vn-m q- V~n. 
m=k 
Since {Y,} is weakly stationary, so are {~,~}, {/.F~} and {V~,}. 
spectral representations can be used. That is, 
(B.2) 
Then the 
Yn=f]  e'~Zy(d~), 
- - i t  
~ Tt = e ZAd,l) ,  U~ n inA v 
Eo [Zv(d).)l z-- G(d).)/27r, 
E, ]Z~(dX)[2 = d2/27r, 
E~ I Z~(d;OI 2 = G Ad;O/2~, 
E~ I Z~(d~.)[ z = Gv(d2)/27c, 
(B.3) 
where G(2), Gv(2 ) and Gv(2 ) are the spectral distribution functions of the 
sequences {Yn }, { U~ } and { V~ }, respectively. Equation (B. I) and the above 
spectral representations give 
~(Z) = ~(Z)  + C~(~), 
av(d,~) = I Q(e~a)12 d~. ~ g~(&) dA, 
(B.4) 
(a.5) 
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where C,. is expressed by (3.2.5). From (B.3) and (B.5) 
z'b(d,~ ) = C,,(e ~) Z~(d20 
is obtained. Since V',~ and U~,~ are orthogonal, we obtain 
Zr(d). ) = C,,(# ~) Z~'(d).) + Z~(d~.). 
Define --" by n 
1, I "r~ ~. = S~(2) Zr(d2 ). 
~-r t  
Then, we obtain 
f 
~ 
~ = Z~(2){C,(e ia) Z~(d2) + Z~(d2)}. (B.6) 
Equations (B.6) and (B.3) give 
z ; (~)  = 
a.e. with respect to 2's measure, say r/, 
a.e. with respect to G v. 
Let Qv be the set where G v increases. Then, t/(Q~) = 0. Define H~k)()~) by 
f 
~t 
~k(V) = ei('-kIXH~k'(2) Zv(d2 ). 
- z r  
(B.7) 
Then, from (B.2) and (B.7), we obtain 
k-1  
Yn -- ~k(v) = ~ C" ;~ r t l  "~ n - -  m 
m = O  
= ei(. -ktx {eika _ H~k~(~)l Zr(d~). 
(B.8) 
Squaring both sides and taking the expectation yield 
k-1  
~(vt v) 2= ~ Ic~l 2 
m=O 
S _ 1 l e,k~t _ Hp)(2)12 Gc(d)-)- 2~ _,~ 
(B.9) 
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Equations (B.5) and (3.2.5) as well as the above equation give 
(k) __ AkA ~,~=k Cm e-imA 
H,  (2) -- e Cv(eia ) , 2 E a~. 
Therefore, the mean square mismatch error is 
7t 
~k(~lv) ~ = ~--~-y IK(vk)(2)l 2F(d2), (B.10) 
- -7 t  
where K~k)(2) is given as (3.2.8). Note that 
K~k)(~) = e 'a _ H(f)O1. ) 
can be interpreted as the spectral expression of the inverse filter for the 
sequence {Y~}. From (B.10), we obtain (3.2.6) and (3.2.7). l 
APPENDIX C: PROOF OF PROPOSITION 4.2.1 
Proof. One obtains from Eqs. (2.3.3), (2.3.8), (2.3.9) and (3.1.5) that 
dIs( fo , fo)  = d,(fo,f~,) + d,s(°o 2,0~) 
[W.oZk=olakX.-kl aOX o z °~ 
=log \ °2 + dls E"° ~=0 k , -k  , • 
Let {d 1, d E ..... t~M} be a set of inverse filter coefficients in c~ L that minimizes 
Euo Y~t= o]a~X~n_k[ 2. Then 
d,s , i - -~l 2 =log e"°E~'=°le*X°-k124 
, [akX ._k l ,d  E + dis E~ ° ~ A o 2 , 
k=0 
where ~(z )= 1 + d lz  - l  + t~2 Z-2 + ' "  -q-t2M Z-M and d is a gain 
corresponding to a codeword in the gain codebook c~ o. The first term of the 
right-hand side is already minimized. The gain is selected so that 
g2= min dis g~o [elk n-k ,02 . 
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By the stat ionarity and the ergodicity, one obtains for b k = a~ or d k that 
~, 1 no+L- i  M Ib~X,_kl, 
k="-O L ,,="~o k%-'0 
which guarantees the usage of the summat ion instead of the expectation. 
Here L is the length of the frame. Thus, the encoding system in Fig. 4.2.1 
operates under the min imizat ion of d ls ( fo , fo  ). | 
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